For each of the following multiple choice questions, write the letter that corresponds with the best answer provided.

1. 饭
   A. mark, sign, symbol, number, to roar, to cry, day
   B. to be born, to give birth, life, to grow, living, lifetime, birth, Kangxi radical 100
   C. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice
   D. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72

2. 吃
   A. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74
   B. eat, drink, suffer, endure, bear, take
   C. year, new-years, age of a person
   D. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-

3. 期
   A. star, satellite, planet, small amount
   B. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-
   C. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice
   D. a period of time, phase, stage, time, term, period, to hope, measure word for things that can be divided into periods of time such as magazines and trainings

4. 星
   A. star, satellite, planet, small amount
   B. a period of time, phase, stage, time, term, period, to hope, measure word for things that can be divided into periods of time such as magazines and trainings
   C. year, new-years, age of a person
   D. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice

5. 今
   A. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74
   B. today, modern, present, current, this, now
   C. star, satellite, planet, small amount
   D. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72

6. 大
   A. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37
   B. mark, sign, symbol, number, to roar, to cry, day
   C. a period of time, phase, stage, time, term, period, to hope, measure word for things that can be divided into periods of time such as magazines and trainings
   D. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice

7. 年
   A. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74
   B. year, new-years, age of a person
   C. star, satellite, planet, small amount
   D. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72

8. 号
   A. today, modern, present, current, this, now
   B. mark, sign, symbol, number, to roar, to cry, day
   C. year, new-years, age of a person
   D. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice

9. 生
   A. to be born, to give birth, life, to grow, living, lifetime, birth, Kangxi radical 100
   B. year, new-years, age of a person
   C. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-
   D. year, years old, age, harvest, classifier for years old
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Options</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 10. 月 | A. mark, sign, symbol, number, to roar, to cry, day  
B. to be born, to give birth, life, to grow, living, lifetime, birth, Kangxi radical 100  
C. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice  
D. moon, month, Kangxi radical number 74 |
| 11. 天 | A. a period of time, phase, stage, time, term, period, to hope, measure word for things that can be divided into periods of time such as magazines and trainings  
B. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72  
C. big, huge, large, major, great, wide, vast, deep, oldest, eldest, Kangxi radical number 37  
D. day, sky, heaven, god, celestial |
| 12. 日 | A. day, sky, heaven, god, celestial  
B. year, years old, age, harvest, classifier for years old  
C. day, sun, date, day of the month, daytime, abbr. for Japan, Kangxi radical number 72  
D. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice |
| 13. 多 | A. much, many, more than, over, a lot of, numerous, multi-  
B. star, satellite, planet, small amount  
C. today, modern, present, current, this, now  
D. year, new-years, age of a person |
| 14. 岁 | A. year, years old, age, harvest, classifier for years old  
B. mark, sign, symbol, number, to roar, to cry, day  
C. to be born, to give birth, life, to grow, living, lifetime, birth, Kangxi radical 100  
D. meal, food, cuisine, cooked rice |